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Site Journey 
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3.7
people worldwide

96% 
of Americans

Make it easy for patients and sites.

Data 
collection 
anytime, 
anywhere

Reducing the burden for 

participants and sites alike

With mobile devices integrated into our 

daily lives — providing capabilities from 

banking to buying groceries — research 

studies now have the opportunity to 

leverage technology that allow users to 

design, collect, access, and manage 

study data from anywhere.

• Remote studies

• Decentralized studies

• Virtual studies

• Patient-centric studies

MOBILE DEVICES ARE OWNED BY:

billion 

A hybrid study uses a 

combination of 

traditional site-based 

and remote data 

collection

SITE

Reduce patient burden by requiring less time 

and travel

Reach a more diverse patient base (eg, 

homebound or rural-dwelling patients)

Reach a wider patient base (eg, rare diseases)

Reduce site burden by minimizing disruption to 

regular patient care

Accelerate patient enrollment

Improve patient retention by integrating 

research into the patient’s daily routine

Collect real-world data directly from patients

Enable more flexible data collection and more 

frequent time points

Decrease missing data and errors through 

e-notifications and automatic data checks

BYOD-enabled, eliminating the need for 
device provisioning

AWS cloud-based

Compliant with all privacy requirements, 
including HIPAA and GDPR

21 CFR Part 11 compliant

Full integration throughout the platform, 
allowing real-time access to data from 
any source, at anytime

Single sign-on

Role-based access

Fully featured native mobile app

Power your studies with technology that allows ALL users to collect, access, and manage study 

data from anywhere. Ready to see the capabilities of TrialKit for yourself?

Why you should incorporate digital 
technology in your studies

The TrialKit platform by Crucial Data Solutions was 
purpose-built for decentralized or hybrid study approaches. 

From patient eConsent to product reconciliation and activity-driven 

site payments, the fully integrated, secure, cloud-based TrialKit 

platform enables eCRF creation, data collection, data access, and 

data management from the native mobile app on iOS and Android 

devices as well as web browsers — anywhere in the world.

Essential TrialKit features:

MULTIPLE NAMES, SAME CONCEPT:

Avoid delays and improve data quality.

eConsent 

Device/Drug Supply

Randomization

EDC

EHR data or any unstructured dataePRO/eCOA

eSource

Payment tracker

SITE

Sign name

1-888-753-4777

info@crucialdatasolutions.com

Sponsor

TrialKit AI
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 REQUEST A DEMO


